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Hourglasslike spin excitation in a doped Mott insulator
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We examine the dynamical magnetic response in a two-component resonating-valence-bond (RVB) descrip-
tion of the doped Mott insulator. The half-filled antiferromagnetic phase described by the Schwinger-boson
mean-field theory will evolve into a bosonic-RVB state in the superconducting phase upon doping, where
the doped holes introduce another fermionic itinerant spinon which forms a BCS-like RVB order. The spin
excitations are thus composed of a resonance-like mode from the former and a weak dispersive mode from
the itinerant component at the mean-field level. These two-component spinons are shown to give rise to an
hourglasslike spin excitation at the random-phase approximation level via an antiferromagnetic coupling between
the two modes, which provides an unconventional explanation of the experimental observations in the cuprate.
In particular, we also discuss an instability towards an incommensurate magnetic order in this theoretical
framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The spin dynamics is essential for understanding the mech-
anism of the cuprate superconductor, which reduces to the
only relevant low-lying mode in the undoped limit [1]. At
finite doping, the dynamic spin susceptibility measured by
inelastic neutron scattering (INS) reveals that the gapless
spin-wave [2,3] at the antiferromagnetic (AFM) wave vec-
tor Q0 = (π, π ) becomes gapped with the destruction of
AFM long-range order. The spin excitation further displays a
resonance-like mode [4–10] with a characteristic energy Eg.
Slightly deviating from Q0, the resonance mode splits and
extends to both higher and lower energies to result in the
well-known hourglass-shaped spectrum [11–19].

Phenomenologically, two distinct starting points have been
commonly employed to describe the experimentally observed
dynamical spin susceptibility. One is based on the itinerant
magnetism approach [20–23], where the spin-resonance for-
mation below Tc originates from the enhanced feedback effect
of the d-wave superconductivity for quasiparticles with a
large Fermi surface. Alternatively, the local moment approach
[24–27] starts with the undoped two-dimensional (2D) AFM
state by examining a mixture of local spins described by the
superexchange interaction J and itinerant carriers with tight-
binding energy dispersion.
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Microscopically, the parent compound of the cuprate acts
as a Mott insulator, in which all the electrons form local
magnetic moments as described by the minimal AFM Heisen-
berg model at half filling. How such an AFM state can be
doped into a short-range AFM state at finite doping has been
a central issue in the study of the doped Mott insulator, which
is described by an effective one-band model, e.g., the t-J
model [28,29]. The fermionic RVB state originally proposed
by Anderson [28,30] is one of the conjectures for such a phase,
which results in a d-wave superconducting (SC) instabil-
ity at low temperatures [31,32]. Nevertheless, this fermionic
RVB state seems incompatible with the Schwinger-boson or
bosonic RVB description [1,33–35] of the AFM state at half
filling, and how to bridge the two phases still remains unclear
[1,36]. Recently, a two-component RVB description has been
proposed [37–39], which theorizes doping an AFM state into
a short-range AFM state with an intrinsic low-temperature
SC instability. Here the AFM phase is well characterized by
the Schwinger-boson mean-field state at half filling, which is
then turned into a bosonic RVB state by doping due to the
phase-string effect [38,40] generally associated with a doped
Mott insulator. The latter will lead to a nontrivial spin-current
backflow created by doped holes moving in a spin singlet
background [41,42]. The resulting spin current, in combina-
tion with the doped holes, gives rise to distinct spinons which
are fermionic and itinerant in nature [38,39].

In this paper, we study an unconventional spin excitation in
the doped Mott insulator at finite doping as the consequence
of such a two-component RVB description. At the random-
phase approximation (RPA) level, such a new spin excitation
is hourglasslike, which is composed of the bosonic spinons
evolved from the Schwinger bosons at half filling and the
itinerant fermionic spinons emerging upon doping. The result
is consistent with the INS observations [4–10] in the cuprate.
Further physical implications are also discussed.
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the two-component spinons in
a doped Mott insulator. (a) A bare hole is composed of a bosonic
holon (red circle) and a fermionic a spinon (orange arrow) in a spin
background filled with the single-occupied bosonic b spinons (black
arrow) such that the total spin at the hole site is zero. (b) Two-
component RVB state in which holons are condensed and b spinons
form singlet RVB pairings (blue lines), with each unpaired b spinon
carrying a π vortex (red circle with arrow) of the charge supercurrent.
Concurrently, the a spinons are in an s-wave pairing (wavy lines).
(c) Four Fermi pockets for the a spinons emerge if the pairing order
parameter �a vanish. The red arrow denotes the AFM wave vector
Q0 = (π, π ). (d) Energy dispersion of the a spinon near � and X
pockets displayed by black curves for �a = 0 and blue curves for
�a �= 0.

II. EMERGENT TWO-COMPONENT
RESONATING-VALENCE-BOND DESCRIPTION

AT FINITE DOPING

Starting from the half filling by doping, a two-component
RVB description of the short-range AFM state has been re-
cently proposed [37,38] based on the t-J model, whose ground
state is given by

|�G〉 = P̂[ei�̂|�h〉 ⊗ |�a〉 ⊗ |�b〉]. (1)

Here |�b〉 originated from the Schwinger-boson mean-field
state at half filling and is known as the bosonic RVB state
[shown by thick blue lines in Fig. 1(b)], |�a〉 is a BCS-like
state [shown by blue wave lines in Fig. 1(b)] formed by the
fermionic spinons which are introduced by the doped holes,
and |�h〉 describes a Bose-condensed state of the bosonic
holons which are also introduced by the doped holes as carry-
ing electric charges.

The unitary operator ei�̂ in Eq. (1) is a duality transfor-
mation to implement the so-called phase-string effect [38,40],
which is very singular as created by the doped holes. The
projection operator P̂ further enforces the constraint between
the three fractionalized subsystems in Eq. (1) by

nh
i Sz

b(ri ) = −Sz
a(ri ), (2)

FIG. 2. (a) Imaginary part of bare dynamic spin susceptibility
Im χb(q) for b spinons, derived from Eq. (3) near the AFM wave vec-
tor Q0 at δ = 0.1, with the red dashed line indicating the resonance
energy Eg. (b) Corresponding susceptibility Im χa(q) for a spinons,
obtained from Eq. (5). Parameter values are provided in the main
text.

in which nh
i is the holon number at site i, and Sz

a and Sz
b

denote the z-component spins of the a spinon and b spinon,
respectively. Physically, Eq. (2) means the half filled b spinons
at the hole sites must be compensated by the a spinons, whose
number is equal to the hole number [depicted in Fig. 1(a)].
Previously, the individual behaviors for |�b〉, and |�a〉 have
been studied [38,39,43,44], whose results will be first given in
the following. Then the effect of P̂ in Eq. (2) will be further
incorporated at the RPA level.

A. Local moments

At half filling, the ground state of the Heisenberg Hamil-
tonian is well described by the Schwinger-boson mean-field
state [1,33–35], which will evolve into the short-range AF
state |�b〉 at finite doping as outlined above [cf. blue thick line
in Fig. 1(b)]. In contrast with conventional Schwinger bosons
with continuous spectra [34], the b spinons in this study ex-
hibit dispersionless “Landau-level-like” discrete energy levels
with a gap Es [39,44]. Consequently, the corresponding
low-lying dynamical spin susceptibility originating from the
lowest Landau level is given by as [39,43,44] (more details
are given in Appendix B)

(3)

where Eg = 2Es represents the resonance energy, the “cy-
clotron length” ac = a/

√
πδ determines the effective spin-

spin correlation length (a for lattice constant, δ for doped hole
density), and the weight D is not sensitive to doping (more
details are given in Appendix B). As depicted in Fig. 2(a),
the spin-wave excitation, derived from the imaginary compo-
nent of Eq. (3), becomes a gapped resonance-like mode near
Q0 = (π, π ).

B. Itinerant spinons

The doped holes are created by removing spins from the
half filling spin-singlet background characterized by |�b〉.
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The doping introduces new spinons centered at the hole sites
known as the a spinons [the yellow arrows in Fig. 1(a)], which
form the itinerant RVB state |�a〉 in Eq. (1) [cf. blue wave line
in Fig. 1(b)].

The a spinons as fermions form the multipocket Fermi
surfaces illustrated in Fig. 1(c), which are determined by

Ha =
∑
K,k

εK (k)a†
K+k,σ

aK+k,σ

+
∑
K,k

�aa†
K+k,↑a†

−K−k,↓ + H.c. (4)

Here a†
K+k,σ

denotes the creation operator for an itinerant a
spinons from pockets K = �, X, M with relative momentum
k [depicted in Fig. 1(c)], whose band energy reads εK (k) =
k2/2ma − μa. The �a term characterizes the uniform s-wave
pairing within all pockets. We also assume identical parabolic
band structures for all pockets as shown in Fig. 1(d), implying
a consistent effective mass ma and chemical potential μa.
This model aligns with hopping fermions in the π flux states,
displaying well-nested, distinct pockets [38,39,45] (more de-
tails are given in Appendix C). Importantly, the Luttinger
sum rule for itinerant a spinons, which arise from doped
holes, is associated with the doping density δ, represented
as

∑
k,σ na

k,σ /N = δ (where na
k,σ denotes the a-spinon number

operator and N denotes the total number of sites), rather than
half filling as in conventional spin liquids [46]. This relation-
ship determines the chemical potential μa.

The dynamical spin susceptibility of itinerant a spinons
is defined as χa(ri − r j ) = 〈Sz

a(ri )Sz
a(r j )〉, with ri = (τi, ri )

representing the time-space vector. χa can be formulated in
the frequency-momentum space as (more details are given in
Appendix A)

(5)

where the term in the first parentheses represents the coher-
ence factor due to BCS-type pairing and the solid line
formally denotes the a-spinon propagator. The q in Eq. (5)
denotes the momentum deviation from all the nesting vectors,
such as (0,0), (π, π ), (0, π ), or (π, 0), and it can be easily
verified that they are identical.

The dynamic spin susceptibility is given by Im χ (ν +
i0+, q) after the analytic continuation iνn → ν + i0+, as de-
picted in Fig. 2(b). The spin spectrum around the AFM wave
vector Q0, contributed by the scattering between �(Mx ) and
X (My) pockets exhibits a continuum above the gap 2�a.
A significant feature is the complete disappearance of the
weight at exact Q0 = (π, π ) due to the coherence factor ef-
fect [4,47–49] of the uniform s-wave pairing, i.e., 1 − (�2

a +
εk+qεk)/Ek+qEk

q→0−−→ 0, which is crucial in yielding an “hour-
glass” dispersion in the subsequent results.

FIG. 3. (a) Imaginary part of dynamic spin susceptibility at RPA
level, ImχRPA(q), determined by Eq. (7) around AFM wave vector Q0

at δ = 0.1 and g = 60 meV. (b)–(d) Calculated slices of ImχRPA(q)
at frequencies indicated by dashed lines in panel (a). Yellow points
in panels (a) and (d) represent INS results observed in Ref. [17].

III. HYBRID MODEL

So far at the mean-field level, two-component a and b
spinons are separated. At the next step, the local spin con-
straint Eq. (2) will be incorporated at the RPA level via the
following local coupling, which is given by

Hint = g
∑

i

Sz
a(ri )S

z
b(ri ), (6)

where g > 0 represents the strength of this effective interac-
tion. At the RPA level, the dynamical spin susceptibility based
on Eq. (6) can be diagrammatically expressed as

(7)

where only the spin excitation from b spinons is significant as
the leading term, as the contribution from a spinons is rela-
tively weak, which is based on the comparison of magnitudes
in Fig. 2.

The low-energy spin spectrum, Im χRPA(q), around the
AFM wave vector Q0 is depicted in Fig. 3(a) at δ = 0.1,
resembling the well-known “hourglass” spectrum observed in
INS [11–19] [with experimental results [17] marked by yellow
points in Fig. 3(a)] and numerical simulation of quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) [50].

In details, the lower branch of the “hourglass” can be inter-
preted as the resonance modes [shown in Fig. 2(a)] originating
from local moments, influenced by itinerant spin modes [dis-
played in Fig. 2(b)] through the “level repulsion” of RPA
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correction, resulting in the transfer of spectral weight to lower
energy around Q0. It is essential to emphasize that the reso-
nance mode at the exact Q0 point with characteristic energy Eg

remains protected without any spectral weight transfer. This
protection results from the complete disappearance of the a-
spinon dynamical spin susceptibility χa at this momentum due
to the coherence factor effects discussed earlier. On the other
hand, the spin fluctuation from fermionic itinerant a spinons
near Q0 is enhanced with the aid of that from local moments
via the term 1 − g2χa(q)χb(q) in RPA correction Eq. (7),
leading to the upper branch in Fig. 2(b), which is relatively
comparable to the lower branch primarily contributed by local
moments. Additionally, the frequency slices of the calculated
spin-fluctuation spectrum for χRPA around Q0 displayed in
Figs. 3(b)–3(d) exhibit circular features deviating from Eg.
This is distinct from the experimentally observed four weight
peaks [11–19] marked by yellow points in Fig. 3(d), suggest-
ing that a higher-order correction might be needed to enhance
them.

It is worth noting that all phenomenological parameters
in our model include the resonance energy Eg, determined
directly by the peak of weight in INS [4–10], as well as ma

and �a for fermionic itinerant a spinons, and the coupling
strength g. In this study, at δ = 0.1, we choose 2�a = 1.1Eg,
ma = 1/J , and g = 60 meV to fit the experimental data, with
J = 120 meV representing the bare spin-exchange interac-
tion. Also, the doping evolution of ma can be inferred from
the relative change in the residual uniform spin susceptibility
at low temperatures under strong magnetic fields [51], the
relationship with ma will be discussed in subsequent sections.
Furthermore, we show that the existence of the hourglass
structure is insensitive to the specific choice of these param-
eters (as shown in Appendix E), as long as the gap 2�a does
not differ too much from the resonance energy Eg.

A. Incommensurate magnetic instability

When the coupling strength g approaches a critical value
gc, sign changes in static susceptibility become possible, i.e.,
Re χRPA(ω = 0, Qin) < 0 as illustrated in Fig. 4(b), at incom-
mensurate momenta Qin ≡ Q0 + �q, alongside the gapless
spin excitation shown in Fig. 4(a) stemming from the exten-
sion of the lower branch of the “hourglass” structure [with Qin
marked by red arrows in Fig. 4(a)]. This results in the emer-
gence of incommensurate magnetic instability with wave vec-
tors Qin, which may be associated with stripe order [18,52–59]
once circular gapless modes further break rotational symmetry
and select a specific direction due to higher-order corrections.

Furthermore, the determination of the deviating incom-
mensurate wave vector �q for magnetic instability is related
to the pocket size of itinerant a spinon and the width of reso-
nance modes, both of which increase with the rise in doping
density δ. As depicted in Fig. 4(c), the doping evolution of �q
is consistent with experimental and theoretical conclusions
[18,60], i.e., 2πδ as indicated by the dashed line.

B. Uniform susceptibility

The uniform static susceptibility in our study is contributed
by both a spinons and b spinons, denoted as χ loc=χ loc

b +χ loc
a .

FIG. 4. (a) Calculated ImχRPA(q) using Eq. (7) at δ = 0.1 and
g = gc displays gapless spin modes with incommensurate wave vec-
tor Qin (red arrows). (b) Static spin susceptibility at Qin determined
by the real part of Eq. (7), showing sign change at g = gc (gray
region). (c) Comparison of calculated doping evolution of �q with
experimental rule 2πδ (dashed line).

Due to the existence of an energy gap for both a spinons
and b spinons, the uniform static susceptibility χ loc appears
to be significantly suppressed at temperatures close to zero.
Nonetheless, in a specific situation where a strong magnetic
field is applied, it is possible to suppress �a at the conven-
tional vortex cores mediated by the emergent U (1) gauge field
between holons and a spinons from the constraint (2), with
more details given in Appendix D. Consequently, a finite DOS
of N (0) = a2

2π h̄2 ma from the gapless Fermi pockets of the a
spinon can be restored at these vortex cores, resulting in a
finite residual χ loc

a ∝ N (0) at low temperatures in cuprates,
which is in agreement with the observed NMR results [51,61].
Further details regarding the temperature evolution of χ loc can
be found in Appendix B.

In addition, our previous work [38,39] suggests that the
emergence of gapless a-spinon Fermi pockets when �a is
suppressed by strong magnetic fields can also account for
the observed linear-T heat capacity [61–63] and the quantum
oscillations [64,65] associated with pocket physics.

IV. DISCUSSION

The hourglasslike spin excitation has been discussed as
the consequence of a two-component RVB description of the
doped Mott insulator at finite doping. Here two-component
spinons characterize the local and itinerant spin moments
emerging upon doping the single-band t-J model, in contrast
with the single-component spinon in the original RVB theory
proposed by Anderson [28,30]. Note that the separation of
itinerant spins (electrons) and local moments is a natural con-
cept in multiband systems such as the heavy fermion systems
with Kondo coupling [66–68] and iron-based superconductors
with Hund’s rule coupling [69–73], where the mutual interac-
tion between the two degrees of freedom produces the correct
low-lying spin excitations. In the present study, the emer-
gence of two distinct spin components is due to the unique
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strong correlation effect within a single-band system that re-
sults in fractionalization. Specifically, the itinerant fermionic
a spinons carry the spin degrees of freedom associated with
hopping holes, while the b spinons describe the background
local moments persisting from the half filling. The interaction
between these two components, as described in Eq. (2), arises
from the no-double-occupancy constraint in the t-J model.

In our study, the hourglass spectrum uniquely relies on the
coherence factor effect [4,47–49] of the s-wave pairing �a

of the itinerant spinons. It is worth pointing out that, within
this framework (in the presence of holon condensation), the
superconducting order parameters have a composition struc-
ture given by 〈ĉi↑ĉ j↓〉 ∝ �a

i j〈ei 1
2 (�s

i +�s
j )〉, where the amplitude

�a is s-wave-like while the d-wave pairing symmetry as well
as the phase coherence arise from the phase factor ei 1

2 (�s
i +�s

j )

contributed by the b spinons [38,39,45]. Such a hidden s-wave
component with a BCS-like d-wave pairing order parameter
leads to a novel pairing-symmetry dichotomy, which has been
revealed and discussed in recent numerical [42] and may have
important experimental implications [74–76]. Here the phase
transition near Tc is dictated by the free b-spinon excitations
carrying the π vortices [38,43,77] (more details are given in
Appendix D). Finally, we show elsewhere how the spin excita-
tions discussed in the present work may also naturally reduce
to a commensurate AFM Goldstone mode in a dilute-doping
limit.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF DYNAMICAL SPIN
SUSCEPTIBILITY FOR ITINERANT FERMIONIC a

SPINONS IN EQ. (5)

Following the order of particle-hole and pocket degrees of
freedom, we arrange the a-spinon operators as

ψk =
(

ak↑
a†

−k↓

)
⊗

(
�

X

)
, (A1)

�k =
(

ak↑
a†

−k↓

)
⊗

(
Mx

My

)
, (A2)

where k = (iωn, k) refers to the fermionic momentum-
frequency vector. This work is primarily focused on the
magnetic fluctuation around Q0 = (π, π ), thus only the
particle-hole scattering between two pockets shifted by Q0 is
relevant. Specifically, scattering between � and X pockets, or
Mx and My pockets, is considered. Consequently, the pocket
indices consist of either (�, X ) or (Mx, My) combinations.
Using such representation, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4) can be

written as

Ha =
∑

k

ψ
†
k hkψk +

∑
k

�
†
k hk�k, (A3)

with

hk = εkσz ⊗ τ0 + �aσx ⊗ τ0, (A4)

where εK (k) = k2/2ma − μa is the dispersion for a spinons,
and σ and τ are Pauli matrices denoting the particle-hole
and pocket degrees of freedom, respectively. Therefore, the
Green’s function for a spinon Ga(k) = −〈ψkψ

†
k 〉 = −〈�k�

†
k 〉

is given by

(A5)

where Ek = (ε2
k + �2

a)1/2 is the dispersion for the a spinon
with BCS pairing. The dynamical spin susceptibility from
itinerant a spinons is defined as χa(ri − r j ) = 〈Sz

a(ri )Sz
a(r j )〉.

χa can be expressed in the frequency-momentum space as
follows:

(A6)

where sa = σ0 ⊗ τx and sa = σ0 ⊗ τ0 denote the magnetic
fluctuation near (π, π ) and (0, 0), respectively. Note that the
factor two in Eq. (A6) arises from the summation over ψ

and � components. Following the Matsubara summation,
the expression for the dynamical spin susceptibility becomes
Eq. (5), which reads

χa(iνn, q) = − 1

2N

∑
k

(
1 − �2

a + εk+qεk

Ek+qEk

)

×
(

1

iνn − Ek+q − Ek
− 1

iνn + Ek+q + Ek

)
,

(A7)

where q represents the momentum deviation from (0,0) and
(π, π ). Furthermore, by replacing pocket indexes in Eq. (A1)
to (� My)T and (� Mx )T , the dynamical spin suscep-
tibility χa around (π, 0) and (0, π ) can be determined,
respectively. χa is found to be identical across all scenarios
where q deviates from (0, 0), (0, π ), (π, 0), or (π, π ).

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF DYNAMICAL SPIN
SUSCEPTIBILITY FOR BACKGROUND BOSONIC b

SPINONS IN EQ. (3)

The b spinons in the main text are in the RVB states
on a square lattice under uniform magnetic flux. The
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corresponding Hamiltonian can be expressed as

Hb = − Js

∑
〈i j〉,σ

b†
iσ b†

j−σ eiσAh
i j + H.c.

+ λb

∑
i,σ

(b†
iσ biσ − N ). (B1)

Here the assumed gauge field Ah
i j comes from the mutual

Chern-Simons interaction between holons and background
b spinons. Therefore, with the holons condensed, the RVB-
pairing b spinons experience a uniform static gauge field with
a δπ flux per plaquette.

Now, the pairing component can be redefined as∑
i, j

b†
i,↑Mi, jb

†
j,↓ + bi,↓Mi, jb j,↑, (B2)

where M is a Hermitian matrix defined as

Mi, j =
{
−Jse

iAh
i j , j ∈ NN(i)

0, others.
(B3)

Then, with the standard diagonalization procedure as in a
Hofstadter system, we obtain

Hb =
∑
m,σ

Eb
mγ †

mσ γmσ , (B4)

with the b-spinons spectrum:

Eb
m =

√
λ2

b − (
ξ b

m

)2
, (B5)

via introducing the following Bogoliubov transformation:

biσ =
∑

m

ωmσ (ri )(umγmσ − vmγ
†
m−σ ), (B6)

where the coherent factors are given by

um =
√

1

2

(
1 + λ

Eb
m

)
,

vm = sgn
(
ξ b

m

)√1

2

(
−1 + λ

Eb
m

)
. (B7)

Here, ξ b
m as well as wm(ri ) ≡ wmσ (ri ) = w∗

m−σ (ri ) in Eq. (B6)
are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the following equa-
tion:

ξ b
mωm(ri ) = −J�s

2

∑
j=NN(i)

eiσAh
i j ωm(r j ). (B8)

We select the Landau gauge along the x axis, as expressed
in Ah

i,i+êy
= −δπ ix. The resulting b-spinon dispersion Eb

m in
Eq. (B5) with the unit of Js is depicted in Fig. 5(b), which
manifests the dispersionless, “Landau-level-like” discrete en-
ergy levels [39,44] with a gap Es (labeled by the red arrow).
For comparison, Fig. 5(a) displays the continuous spectra for
conventional Schwinger bosons under zero flux conditions,
highlighting the low-lying propagating modes. For the sake of
clear representation, we depict all quantum numbers exclud-
ing ky simultaneously in the figures.

FIG. 5. The dispersion of b-spinons Em from Eq. (B5) with all
quantum numbers plotted along ky for (a) zero flux and (b) uniform
δπ flux in minimum square plateaus. Red arrow indicates lowest
excitation level Es. Parameters: δ = 1/8 and λb = 4Js.

Subsequently, using the relation Sb,z
i = 1

2

∑
σ σb†

iσ biσ , the
Matsubara spin-spin correlation function can be expressed as

χb(τ, ri − r j )

= 〈T̂ Sb,z
j (τ )Sb,z

i (0)〉0

= 1

4

∑
σσ ′

σσ ′〈T̂ b†
jσ (τ )b jσ (τ )b†

iσ ′ (0)biσ ′ (0)〉0

= 1

4

∑
σσ ′

σσ ′[〈T̂ b†
jσ (τ )b†

iσ ′ (0)〉0〈T̂ b jσ (τ )biσ ′ (0)〉0

+ 〈T̂ b†
jσ (τ )biσ ′ (0)〉0〈T̂ b jσ (τ )b†

iσ ′ (0)〉0], (B9)

where 〈〉0 denotes the expectation value under the mean-field
state, and the Wick’s theorem is applied in the last line. Then,
we use the Bogoliubov transformation Eq. (B6), together with
the Green’s function

Gγ (m, iωn; σ ) ≡ −〈γmσ (iωn)γ †
mσ (iωn)〉0

= 1

iωn − Eb
m

. (B10)

After performing the summation over σ and replacing wm,σ

with wm, the Matsubara spin correlation function in Eq. (B9)
at T = 0 can be further simplified as

χb(iνn, ri − r j )

= −1

4

∑
m,n

w∗
m(ri )wm(r j )w

∗
n (r j )wn(ri )

× (
u2

mv2
n + v2

mu2
n − 2umvmunvn

)
×

(
1

iνn − Em − En
− 1

iνn + Em + En

)
. (B11)

From the second line of Eq. (B11), the dominant contribu-
tion to χb evidently originates from the lowest Landau level
(LLL), wherein Em = En = Es, leading to um = un according
to Eq. (B7). Thus, the only nonvanishing contributions are
from the cases where vn = −vm, i.e., ξ b

n = −ξ b
m. Moreover,

according to previous works [43,78], in the LLL, there exists
Nm eigenvectors of M matrix in Eq. (B3) (Nm is the number
of magnetic unit cells), with wm(r) peaking at the center of a
magnetic unit cell located at Rm. We term these localized wm

local modes (LMs). Moreover, for each local mode wm(r), a
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FIG. 6. (a) Depicts b-spinon wave packets, labeled by red disks,
with either wm∗ (r) or wm(r) magnetic Wannier wave functions in
a square lattice (gray grids). These are positioned within individual
magnetic unit cells (black grids). (b) The doping evolution of D in
Eq. (B15) as calculated in prior mean-field self-consistent studies
[38,39].

corresponding eigenvector wm∗ (r) = (−1)rwm(r) exists, and
ξ b

m∗ = −ξ b
m, therefore um∗ = um and vm∗ = −vm. We term

these wm∗ π -shifted modes.
The Bogoliubov quasiparticles corresponding to both local

and π -shifted modes possess a common energy Es and a
common um, but vm differs in sign between these two classes
of modes. In essence, under this approximation, the low-lying
spin spectrum χb will be dominated by the localized b-spinon
excitations, which are nonpropagating modes with an intrinsic
size on the order of a “cyclotron length” ac. These spinon
wave packets with magnetic Wannier wave functions wm∗ (r)
or wm(r) are situated in separate magnetic unit cells and are
highly degenerate, as illustrated in Fig. 6(a).

In the summation of Eq. (B11), m and n will be either local
or π -shifted modes, thus we find

χb(iνn, ri − r j ) = 1

4
(−1)ri−r j 2

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

m∈LM

w∗
m(ri )wm

(
r j

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

×
(

1 − 4λ2
b

E2
g

)(
1

iνn − Eg
− 1

iνn + Eg

)

= 1

4
(−1)ri−r j e

− 1
2a2

c
(ri−r j )2 1

2π2a4
c

×
(

1 − 4λ2
b

E2
g

)(
1

iνn − Eg
− 1

iνn + Eg

)
,

(B12)

where Eg = 2Es is the resonance energy discussed in the main
text. Here, we employ the fact that

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

m∈LM

w∗
m(r)wm

(
r′)∣∣∣∣∣ = 1

2πa2
c

e−(r−r′ )2
/4a2

c , (B13)

where ac = 1/
√

πδ is the cyclotron length, and we assume
lattice constants to be unity, i.e., a = 1 for simplicity. By
executing a Fourier transformation into the momentum space,

we can obtain the expression in Eq. (3):

(B14)

where Q0 = (π, π ) is the AFM wave vector, and D is defined
as

D ≡ 1

4

1

πa4
c

(
1 − 4λ2

b

E2
g

)
. (B15)

The doping dependence of the weight of χb is mainly con-
tributed from a2

c in the last line of Eq. (B14), rather than from
the value of D. Figure 6(b) shows the doping evolution of D
based on the mean-field self-consistent calculation from the
prior work [38,39], demonstrating the insensitivity of D with
respect to the doping density δ.

APPENDIX C: BCS STATES OF FERMIONS IN A SQUARE
LATTICE WITH UNIFORM π FLUX

Assume that fermions form nearest-neighbor (NN) pair-
ing on a square lattice with uniform π flux, as depicted in
Fig. 7(a). The Hamiltonian for this setup is provided in

Hπ = −ta
∑
〈i j〉,σ

a†
iσ a jσ e−iφ0

i j − �a

∑
〈i j〉,σ

σaiσ a jσ̄ eiφ0
i j + H.c.

+λa

⎛
⎝∑

i,σ

a†
iσ aiσ − δN

⎞
⎠, (C1)

where φ0
i j is the π -flux gauge field, while �a and λa denote

the NN pairing amplitude and the chemical potential, respec-
tively. The latter constrains the number of fermions to equal
that of doping holes. Selecting the Landau gauge displayed in
Fig. 7(a) yields the dispersion of Eq. (C1) as presented in

Ek,± =
√

(ξk,±)2 + �2
k, (C2)

where ξk,± and �k is the dispersion for free fermions and the
s-wave BCS-type pairing order parameter, as specified in

ξk,± = ±2ta

√
cos2 kx + cos2 ky + μa, (C3)

�k = 2�a

√
cos2 kx + cos2 ky. (C4)

The lower-branch dispersion ξk,− from Eq. (C3) is portrayed
in Fig. 7(b), exhibiting well-nested Fermi pockets denoted
by red circles. Here, we can understand the origin of these
gapless “Fermi pockets” as follows: according to the Eq. (C1),
in the absence of pairings, free fermions are in the π -flux
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FIG. 7. (a) Square lattice illustration with uniform π flux. One possible gauge choice for φ0
i j is shown, with black bonds for nearest-

neighbor links (eiφ0
i j = +1) and blue bonds for links with eiφ0

i j = −1. (b) The dispersion ξk,− [from Eq. (C3)] of free fermions in a square
lattice with uniform π flux. The red arrow indicates the well-known Dirac point for half filling (n = 1). Red circles denote Fermi pockets at
particle density n = δ (δ = 0.1). (c) Pairing order �k is from Eq. (C4).

lattices, of which the half filled case corresponds to the well-
known π -flux state in fermionic spin liquids, with the Fermi
surface shrinking to the Dirac point marked by the red arrow
in Fig. 7(b). However, the number of fermions corresponds to
the doping density δ, not half filling, which results in the Dirac
point transforming into a gapless Fermi pocket, as illustrated
by the red circles in Fig. 7(b).

Furthermore, the calculated BCS-type pairing order pa-
rameter �k is shown in Fig. 7(c), demonstrating a strongly
momentum-dependent s wave without sign flip. As our focus
lies on the physics near the Fermi surface of ξk,−—namely,
around (0,0), (π, 0), (0, π ), and (π, π )—the anisotropy of the
pairing amplitude is not crucial.

Finally, the next-nearest neighbor (NNN) hopping term
solely opens the gap of Dirac points, as indicated by the red
arrows in Fig. 7(b), implying that such further neighbor term
would not affect the Fermi pockets, which are our primary
concern at low energy. As a result, coupled with the features
of well-nested pockets and the s-wave pairing presented in
Eq. (C1), hopping fermions on the square lattice with uniform
π flux emerge as a potential model. This model could account
for the low-lying physical behaviors of a spinons discussed in
the main text. Moreover, the mean-field phase string theory
in earlier work [38,39] can provide the effective Hamiltonian
(C1).

APPENDIX D: VORTEX TYPES AND TEMPERATURE
EVOLUTION OF UNIFORM SPIN SUSCEPTIBILITY

In phase string theory, we identify two distinct types
of “vortices” generated by the magnetic fields. Specifically,
under holon condensation, the experimentally observed super-
conducting order parameters are given by

〈ĉi↑ĉ j↓〉 ∝ �a
i je

i 1
2 (�s

i +�s
j ), (D1)

with the d-wave pairing symmetry arising from the phase
ei 1

2 (�s
i +�s

j ), which is contributed by b spinons [38,39,45].
The magnetic field induces a novel magnetic π -vortex core

which entraps a free b spinon, and suppresses RVB pairing
�s, while �a remains unaffected [illustrated in Fig. 1(b)].
This gives rise to a phase transition near Tc, manifesting

Kosterlitz-Thouless-like behavior [38,43]. This behavior dis-
rupts only the phase ei 1

2 (�s
i +�s

j ) in Eq. (D1) due to the novel
magnetic π vortices.

On the other hand, there also exists the conventional mag-
netic vortex with a quantization of 2π . This causes the phase
of �a in Eq. (D1) to twist, resulting in the unpairing of a
spinons at the vortex cores mediated by the emergent U (1)
gauge field, which comes from the constraint Eq. (2). In con-
trast, b spinons remain gapped [illustrated in Fig. 8(b)].

The two vortex types appear within distinct temperature
domains. At temperatures much lower than Eg/kB, novel mag-
netic π vortices may be energetically unfavorable due to the
minimum b spinon gap Es = Eg/2 required to break an RVB
pair. This is in contrast with a conventional 2π vortex where

FIG. 8. Illustration for two types of vortices under a magnetic
field in panels (a) and (b). (a) Conventional 2π vortex trapping −2π

external magnetic flux (labeled by red arrows), with �a suppressed
at the vortex core but �s is preserved. (b) Novel π vortex trapping
−π external magnetic flux (denoted by the red arrow), along with
a free b spinon (indicated by the black arrow). In this case, �s

is suppressed at the vortex core, while �a is preserved. (c) The
temperature evolution of static uniform spin susceptibility, with black
solid line denoting χ loc

b in Eq. (D5), with black dashed line denoting
χ loc

a in Eq. (D6), with blue line denoting χ loc in Eq. (D2). Notably,
the variations in χ loc under the magnetic field are discernible when
comparing χ loc

b (black solid line) and χ loc (blue line).
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FIG. 9. Imaginary part of dynamic spin susceptibility at RPA level, ImχRPA(q), determined by Eq. (7) around AFM wave vector Q0 at
δ = 0.1 with varying parameters.

�a = 0. However, near Tc, π vortices carrying b spinons are
more readily formed under external magnetic fields, preceding
the disruption of superconducting phase coherence by ther-
mally excited spinon vortices.

Furthermore, our study investigates the contribution of
both a spinons and b spinons to the uniform static suscepti-
bility χ loc, as expressed by

χ loc = χ loc
b + χ loc

a . (D2)

To derive the uniform static susceptibility χuni
b for b spinons,

we introduce the external magnetic field in Eq. (B1), repre-
sented as −2μB

∑
i Sz

i H . This inclusion leads to the Zeeman
splitting effect in the b spinon dispersion given by

Eb
m,σ = Eb

m − σμBH, (D3)

where Eb
m is defined in Eq. (B5). Consequently, the total mag-

netic moment induced by the magnetic field from b spinons
can be expressed as

Mb = μB

∑
m

[
nB

(
Eb

m,↑
) − nB

(
Eb

m,↓
)]

, (D4)

where nB(ω) = 1/(eβω − 1) denotes the bosonic distribution
function. Therefore, the χ loc

b at local site is defined by χ loc
b =

Mb
NB |H→0, resulting in

χ loc
b = 2βμ2

B

N

∑
m

nB(Em)[nB(Em) + 1]. (D5)

The temperature evolution of χuni
b as described in Eq. (D5)

is depicted by the black solid line in Fig. 8(c). It can be
observed that χuni

b decreases as the temperature decreases
due to the strengthening antiferromagnetic correlations, which
oppose the uniform polarization of the spin. Moreover, the
existence of an energy gap in b spinons leads to the opening
of a gap at low temperatures, approximately below Tc. The
values of the parameters used in our calculations are deter-
mined by the mean-field self-consistent equations presented
in Refs. [38,39].

Furthermore, the uniform static susceptibility χ loc
a for a

spinons can be derived by setting q → 0 and μ → 0 in
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Eq. (5), resulting in

χuni
a = 2

N

∑
k

nF (Ek)[1 − nF (Ek)], (D6)

where nF (ω) = 1/(eβω + 1) denotes the fermionic distribu-
tion function. At low temperature, χ loc

a in Eq. (D6) can be
further simplified as a temperature-independent Pauli suscep-
tibility directly related to the density of states (DOS) N (0)
at the Fermi surface. However, itinerant fermionic a spinons
possess a BCS-type gap �a, leading to the disappearance of
N (0) and uniform static susceptibility χ loc

a . However, itiner-
ant fermionic a-spinons possess a BCS-type gap �a, resulting
in the disappearance of N (0) and the uniform static suscepti-
bility χ loc

a . Nevertheless, the application of a strong magnetic
field can suppress �a at conventional 2π vortex cores, lead-
ing to the restoration of a finite DOS with N (0) = a2

2π h̄2 ma

contributed by the gapless Fermi pockets of a spinons. This
restoration induces a finite residual χ loc

a given by

χ loc
a = 2N (0) = 2

a2

2π h̄2 maF (T ), (D7)

where an additional coefficient F (T ) is introduced to ac-
count for the temperature effect of conventional 2π vortex,
which only exists below temperature Tc. The specific expres-
sion of F (T ) is irrelevant for the structure of χ loc

a , and, for

simplicity of representation, we assume F (T ) = {exp[(T −
0.75Tc)/0.1Tc] + 1}−1/4. Therefore, the black dashed line in
Fig. 8(c) represents χ loc

a .
As the result, the total uniform static susceptibility χ loc in

Eq. (D2) under a strong magnetic field is depicted by the blue
line in Fig. 8(c). Comparing it with the case without magnetic
fields, in which χ loc

a vanishes completely [shown by the black
solid line in Fig. 8(c)], we observe the emergence of a finite
residual χ loc under a strong magnetic field when T < Tc. This
finding is consistent with the NMR measurements.

APPENDIX E: COMPARISON OF Im χRPA IN EQ. (7) FOR
VARIOUS PARAMETERS

In the main text, we select specific values for the fit-
ting parameters at δ = 0.1, namely, 2�a = 1.1Eg, ma = 1/J ,
and g = 60 meV, to match the experimental data, where J =
120 meV represents the bare spin-exchange interaction. Fur-
thermore, we present the results of ImχRPA(q) determined by
Eq. (7) for different parameter choices at δ = 0.1 in Fig. 9.
These results clearly demonstrate that the presence of the
hourglass structure is not significantly affected by the specific
values of these parameters, as long as the gap 2�a is not too
different from the resonance energy Eg = 2Es. This condition
is reasonable because the BCS-type pairing �a for a spinons
originates from the RVB pairing �s for b spinons, following
the relation |�a|2 � δ2|�s|2.
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